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Development Standards & Practices Used 

● Software Development Standards 

○ Python Coding Experience to design and implement algorithms 

○ Linux Proficiency to operate testbed servers 

● Networking Knowledge 

○ Knowledge of wireless protocols 

■ 5g 

■ WiFi 

■ Bluetooth 

■ UDP/TCP 

○ Knowledge of wireless nodes 

■ WLAN 

■ Radio Nodes 

■ Support Servers 

○ Knowledge of network testbeds 

■ GENI(Wired) 

■ ORBIT(Wireless) 

Summary of Requirements 

● The network needs to be able to: 

○ Detect an outage 

○ Diagnose the outage 

○ Compensate for the damage while attempting a fix 

○ Perform these above steps within a time efficient 

manner(milliseconds) 

● The network should be: 

○ Compatible with common network nodes 

○ Modifiable to suit specific network needs 

○ Usable for most 5g applications 

Applicable Courses from Iowa State University Curriculum  
CprE 489 

CprE 308 
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New Skills/Knowledge acquired that was not taught in courses 
● 5G network protocols 

● Self-healing algorithm design 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

Our current advisor is Professor Selim and we would like to thank him for helping guide us through 
the early stages of our project. He has provided us with large amounts of background knowledge as 
well as helped to guide our research and overall project. 

 

1.2 PROBLEM AND PROJECT STATEMENT 

Current cellular networks will portion out a large amount of their budget to spend on repairing and 
resolving network problems and outages. The current method of resolution is to rely on human 
expertise to identify, diagnose, and resolve any issues with the network. This process has proven to 
not only be very costly, but also presents significant challenges in regards to the speed at which 
resolutions can be made. With 5G networks on their way the complexity and overall cell density 
will prove to be too much to handle with the current processes. To be able to keep next generation 
networks running a new solution for resolving network issues must be created. 

The proposed solution is to create a self healing network that utilizes automation to repair 
damaged networks. The system can utilize machine learning to detect a full or partial outage, 
diagnose the cause, and compensate/fix the problem. Using an algorithm to solve these issues will 
allow for a network to have minimal damage during an outage while keeping the cost to maintain 
the network much lower than in previous generations. 

 

1.3 OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

To fully test the self healing network a real world simulation is needed. For the ORBIT platform 
that means utilizing the outdoor testing environment. The outdoor environment will allow for 
testing of unexpected variables such as radio noise, propagation issues, and any other variables 
seen by cellular towers. 

 

1.4 REQUIREMENTS 

For a self healing network there are three main requirements to be fulfilled. The network needs to 
be able to detect an outage, diagnose the outage, and compensate for the damage while attempting 
a fix. Although there are no “hard requirements” the goal of the project is to improve upon the 
current generation systems. Ultimately a perfect solution will leave the end user unaware that there 
were any issues with the network at all while being able to perform at a much lower cost of 
operation. 

1.5 INTENDED USERS AND USES 

5G is designed to do a variety of tasks which improve our lives. For example, fast download speeds, 
low latency, and billions of connectivity to devices such as virtual reality and artificial intelligence.  
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Self healing 5G network is used when there is a failure in a network. The self healing 5G network 
can resolve the problem without humans involved. It is a tool which can detect, remediate outages, 
failure and breaches.  

 

1.6 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

Assumptions:  

- The end users of the neighbouring base stations will not be affected by base station failure.  
- The project should be working in an Indoor Radio Grid Testbed and across large-scale 

open-access wireless networks.  
- There will be no presence of interference issues or network traffic.  
- The algorithm of the project must have the functionality of being able to decide which base 

station can be involved in the healing process.  

Limitations: 

- The financial cost for this project has to be none, since we are using free platforms to 
conduct experiments on this project.  

- The software development standards for this project should be restricted to using python 
for coding to implement the self-healing algorithms on the testbeds and linux to operate 
the testbed servers.  

 

1.7 EXPECTED END PRODUCT AND DELIVERABLES 
 

Expected End product in the first semester is to implement a simple self-healing algorithm between 
two access points without involving any users. 

Expected deliverables of this project are writing and preparing to submit a scientific paper to one of 
the IEEE conferences or workshops. Also one final presentation of the project within one week 
before the end of first semester. 

 

2 Project Plan 

2.1 TASK DECOMPOSITION 

● Research Orbit Platform 
○ Begin testing on simulation platform Geni 
○ Run test scripts on real Orbit platform devices 

● Research Self-Healing Algorithms 
○ Do a research search for important self-healing algorithm descriptions 
○ Break these topic down into important concepts  
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○ Choose desired algorithm and map out key block diagram 
● Implement a self-healing algorithm on Orbit platform 

○ Code algorithm in Python 
○ Implement algorithm on two access points 
○ Implement algorithm on real-world outdoor test network 

● Assess self-healing algorithm 
○ Assess quality of chosen algorithm implementation 
○ Decide if this algorithm meets our desired benchmarks 
○ Make necessary changes to algorithm and retest 

● Project Presentation 
○ Prepare presentation on outcome of self-healing algorithm implementation 
○ Prepare paper for IEEE conference 
○ Give presentation 

 

2.2 RISKS AND RISK MANAGEMENT/MITIGATION 

Implement self-healing algorithm on Orbit platform: 

The Orbit platform may not work well for our implementation of a self-healing algorithm. Because 
this platform is well known and used for applications such as ours, the probability of this is fairly 
low at around .2. If this is the case we may need to select a different algorithm, or we may need to 
choose a different platform such as Geni.  

Assess self-healing algorithm 

The second risk factor is that our algorithm may not meet our expectations. This is fairly likely at 
about .6. If this is the case, then our plan will be to go back to the research stage and choose an 
algorithm with the knowledge gained through our first implementation. We would then need to go 
through the implementation task again, finally reaching the assess task once more. This risk can be 
slightly mitigated through a more lengthy research process, however, it can never be eliminated 
until we actually test the algorithm on the platform. We have factored into our timeline that this 
may occur, so the loss in time is not drastic. 

 

2.3 PROJECT PROPOSED MILESTONES, METRICS, AND EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Research Orbit Platform :  

The research on Orbit platform has been carried out. It takes 2 to 3 weeks to receive a response 
from the organization. Because of this, our team has planned to use another platform called GENI 
which is much similar to the Orbit platform. On GENI, team members are allowed to create their 
own slices (experiments) with different nodes (server or client). 

Research about what self-healing is:  

Our team has been doing a lot of research and reading IEEE articles on what self-healing is and also 
presenting powerpoint slides to our advisor to get feedback or additional information from him 
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biweekly. We learnt that the most important thing about self-healing is that the end user should 
not have to experience any network failure from the base stations. Self-healing is a fundamental 
process in any network.  

Research Self-Healing algorithm :  

The research on Self-Healing Algorithms has been carried out. On the 5G network, our team found 
out that the most failure in the connection of the 5G network is because the high frequency signal 
cannot travel through obstacles and it can be absorbed by plants and buildings.. Because of this, 
our team will be working on an algorithm on how to connect to devices which lose connection to 
the 5G network. 

 

 

2.4 PROJECT TIMELINE/SCHEDULE 
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The flowchart portrays the project’s timeline for two semesters. First and foremost, we are going to 
start off with a project introduction where we learn what requirements are needed in terms of 
skills, knowledge and experience that we can contribute to this project. We also need to register for 
accounts in the free platforms which are GENI and the ORBIT testbed. In this stage, project 
planning is an essential task as it ensures that we are on track in this project.  

After this, we will proceed with designing and doing a lot of research on the project. We will have 
to come up with project design ideas, do research on the available resources to make this project 
successful and then finalize on the project’s plan. The project design ideas are crucial because it has 
to include the project’s functional requirements which are the effects of a network outage on 
network users should be mitigated and the self-healing of the network should be time efficient 
where the failure mitigation must be done within a few milliseconds. Other than that, usability, 
modifiability and compatibility of the algorithm has to be ensured. The algorithm should be usable 
for most 5G network applications, modifiable to suit specific network needs and compatible with 
common network node hardwares.  

Next is the program development where we start implementing the self-healing algorithm on the 
ORBIT testbed, identifying failure scenarios through experiments. testing the project’s design and 
continuing the development of it as well as improving it. This stage is fundamental in the process of 
the project because this is where the most progress can be viewed and certain adjustments or 
modifications can be made in our project. The testing for this project would include both virtual 
and real world tests. This stage is also where we can fix mistakes and enhance the algorithm’s 
efficiency and functionality. We have to make sure that the end-user is not affected by the 
connection or base station failure. The self-healing process has to be time efficient where the 
mitigation failure must be done within a few milliseconds.  

Last but not least is the project delivery. This would be done at the end of the second semester 
where we would have a final presentation and a final report of the project.  

2.5 PROJECT TRACKING PROCEDURES 

We're using the GENI portal created by the professor to keep track of our Self-healing-5G project. 
In the GENI portal, we can decide who will be the project leader, leading other members in 
presenting the project status to the professor each week. All members can create slices for project 
explanation and also be able to check the update of the project's process. 

2.6 PERSONNEL EFFORT REQUIREMENTS 

Individuals need to have a basic knowledge of coding on Linux commands and Python to 
implement Self-Healing algorithms on testbed and operate testbed servers. During the first 
semester, all members need to learn how to use GENI experiment network deployment because it 
serves as a proof of concept experiment platform for wireless aspects. 

 

 

2.7 OTHER RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
1.Radio Node is a Primary platform for user experiments controlled by a chassis manager through 
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an ethernet interface to reset power on/off. 

2. Instrumentation subsystem is a critical component of an automation system create to measures 
radio signal levels and creates artificial RF interference 

3. WLAN monitor system provides a network layer view of the grid’s components using several 
WLAN “observers” spread across the system 

4. Support Servers includes front-end servers for web services and backend for experimentation and 
data storage 

2.8  FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS 

There are no financial requirements for the project because we will be using free platforms such as 
GENI and ORBIT. Experiments will be conducted with those platforms and coding will be done 
mostly in Python and Linux.  

3  Design 

3.1 PREVIOUS WORK AND LITERATURE 

1. Self-healing methods and base station for obtaining the basic configuration parameters in 
self-configuration process of base station 

A kind of base station self-configuring process is obtained by the self-healing method and 
the base station of basic configuration parameters. The present invention relates to the 
wireless communication field, particularly self-healing method and the base station that a 
kind of base station self-configuring process is obtained the basic configuration parameter 
in LTE (Long Term Evolution, Long Term Evolution) system's self-organizing network. 

The diagram below shows the steps for the invention of the self-healing methods and base 
station for obtaining the basic configuration parameters in the self-configuration process of 
base station.  
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2. Realizing method and system of self healing of base station cells in long-term evolution 
system.  

The implementation method of self healing of the base station cell and system in the long 
evolving system. The present invention relates to base station cell foundation technology 
in mobile communication Long Term Evolution (LTE, the Long Term Evolution) system, 
relating in particular to the implementation method and the system of self healing of base 
station cells in the LTE system.  

This implementation method comprises: 

The base station detects baseband board and occurs judging the vacant base-band 
resource that self whether has the minimum bandwidth requirement that satisfies 
sub-district on the unusual baseband board when unusual, if exist, then initiates the 
sub-district and sets up process and rebuild sub-district on the unusual baseband 
board; Otherwise the redundancy bandwidth of obtaining the sub-district from normal 
baseband board is as available base-band resource, and when available base-band 
resource satisfies the minimum bandwidth requirement of sub-district on the unusual 
baseband board, rebuilds the sub-district on the unusual baseband board. 
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3.  

 

Citation:  

郑, 纪伟. (2011, December 28). Self-healing method for acquiring basic configuration parameters in 
the self-configuration process of base station and base station. Retrieved October 25, 2020, from 
https://patents.google.com/patent/CN102300207A/en 

张, 现周, 易, 鸿锋, & 张, 文英. (2012, July 25). Realizing method and system of self healing of base 
station cell in long-term evolution system. Retrieved October 25, 2020, from 
https://patents.google.com/patent/CN101772059B/en 

 

3.2 DESIGN THINKING  

The majority of the broad design decisions for this project have mostly been laid out before the 
beginning of this project. The general idea as to how to complete this project falls on the basics of 
self healing networks. Some key decisions that have been made however are the usage of available 
tools. 

To help guide the decisions in this project it is important to look at what utilities the tools in the 
project have to offer. Notably the ability to work in sync with other group mates has proven to be 
paramount in the success of this project. Being able to easily pick up where others have left off and 
easily communicate with group members has helped to move this project forward. 

3.3 PROPOSED DESIGN  

So far, we have experimented with GENI where we created slices and made nodes. We connected 
the server and client. We also learned how to ssh and look and how it works as a whole. Other than 
that, we also experimented with the ORBIT testbed. We reserved nodes and we are still in the 
process of doing the tutorials as we are facing some difficulties with the ssh to the reserved 
domains in ORBIT. Right now, we are trying to implement the self-healing algorithm where there is 
a scenario of a base station failure and the client has to connect to its next closest server. The 
design of this project which we are currently working on in GENI satisfies the functional 
requirement of this project since our goal is to mitigate the effect of base station failure by seeking 
helping from neighbouring base stations, where in this case is the server node in our slices in GENI. 
In addition, we also satisfy the non-functional requirements of this project in the economical and 
environmental aspects. We are using both ORBIT and GENI platforms to do our project, and we are 
working in an Indoor Radio Grid Testbed with ORBIT. There are two standards relevant to our 
project, which are the software development standards and the networking knowledge. We have 
been using a lot of Linux commands to help us experiment and test our server/client nodes 
connection. The ORBIT tutorials we are currently working on teaches us about the WiFi 
connection to the domains or reserved nodes.  

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/CN102300207A/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/CN101772059B/en
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3.4 TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS  

The strengths of the free platforms is that the connection is very fast and it works efficiently. In 
terms of reserving nodes in ORBIT testbed and making connections with nodes in GENI, the steps 
are rather simple and easily understandable. However, we are currently facing issues with the ssh 
into the reserved nodes in ORBIT testbed despite the step by step tutorial provided by 
orbit-lab.org. Examples are us expecting to connect to the internal1 domain, where our public key is 
already uploaded in our profile, but we are connected to external2. Other than that, when we tried 
to connect to the reserved domain, we always got “permission denied public key”. This is the main 
issue we are currently facing and trying to solve. The weakness of GENI is that whenever we create 
slices, it will expire in 4 days or so, and then we would have to create another slice in order to ssh 
certain nodes.  

The recommended solution as of now would be to figure out the ssh issue with the login at the 
reserved domain in the ORBIT testbed. The furthest step we could currently do with ORBIT is 
configuring the SSH keys. If we can get that figured out, we will be good to go to conduct further 
testing and experiments with the nodes.  

3.5 DESIGN ANALYSIS 

Our proposed design is a very strong proof of concept for our overall plans of a general self-healing 
algorithm. It is very feasible with our current knowledge of networking and the platforms GENI and 
Orbit. We already have demonstrated our knowledge of routing protocols for our proof of concept, 
our next step is to implement a shell that executes our protocols, and derives the conditions that 
cause the need for our protocols. 

Once our proof of concept is complete, our next step is to add more nodes and servers to our 
design. The other addition will be different degrees of network failure and how to handle them. The 
goal of this is to continue making our algorithm function in a more general manner. After this 
iterative process is complete, we will have a generalized self-healing network algorithm. 

 

3.6 DEVELOPMENT PROCESS  

We are following the development of the waterfall, which starts with the requirements (verify that 
all network stations can be self-healing when one is down, then another station has to support it), 
then gathers the software we need to implement such as Linux and python (mostly on Linux). We 
also have to design how fast the station will react when noticing a problem and test if the failure 
station will automatically transfer clients to other working stations, which prevents clients 
internet’s connection lost 

 

3.7 DESIGN PLAN 

This project will need to work with an Indoor Radio Grid Testbed and across large-scale 
open-access wireless networks.  We need to create slides in Geni (wired connection), design, test, 
and improve the station's automated repair. There will be at least two stations and two clients for 
this project. If the base station is not functioning, all connecting clients' networks will be shifted to 
the nearest station with the best stable signal. We also need to work with an Orbit Testbed that can 
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be accessed across the wireless network world. Thus, we have to ensure that our stations have 
proficiency in detecting and compensating for the system's outage. 

 

 

 
 

 

4  Testing  

4.1 UNIT TESTING  

– Using Geni and ORBIT Test Framework 

-Testing individual node failures 

 

4.2 INTERFACE TESTING  

The first interface that must be tested is the proper communication between server and user in our 
algorithm. These two nodes must be in constant communication in order to correctly detect a 
failure as well as routing a path to recovery. If the communication between these two nodes is 
incomplete, a failure may not be detected or routed. 

 

Similarly, the other interface that must be tested is the communication between server nodes.  The 
server nodes must constantly keep tabs among themselves in order to detect network outages and 
plan a path of recovery.  This communication includes current connections, nearby nodes, and 
overall health of a server node and surrounding nodes.  If this communication is faulty, it will be 
impossible to correctly address failures. 

4.3 ACCEPTANCE TESTING  
 
To prove the capability and success of this project it is necessary to show progress toward the main 
pillars of self healing networks which are outage detection, outage diagnosis, and outage 
compensation. Proving the competency of the project our system must be able to handle an 
unexpected loss in signal by first detecting the severity and location of the loss, diagnosing the 
cause of the loss, and lastly drawing on the resources of surrounding cells in a quick and efficient 
manner. 

4.4 RESULTS  

●  The successes we already achieved is that we are able to test the nodes in the slices we 
created in GENI. We are currently implementing the self-healing algorithm with one 
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scenario where one of the base stations, which in this case is the server node failing to 
connect to the client, or vice versa. The client node is expected to connect to the next 
nearest server. This is currently in the works. We are currently facing failures with the 
ORBIT Testbed as we could not ssh into the reserved domains. We are looking into the 
basic tutorials with ORBIT where we are learning how to turn the nodes on, and running 
scripts.  

● We learned that there are many options to ssh into the reserved domains and we are 
currently exploring all those options. If we could not figure out the solutions to these 
problems, we would have to contact the authorized staff at the orbit lab to help us with 
this issue or we might have to consult our advisor for a different plan or solution on how to 
go about this. As we make progress with our project, we would do it step by step, and if it 
requires any change, we would find other solutions to go about it.  

 

 

5  Implementation 
Describe any (preliminary) implementation plan for the next semester for your proposed design in 
3.3. 

 

 

 

6  Closing Material 

6.1 CONCLUSION 

Summarize the work you have done so far.  Briefly re-iterate your goals. Then, re-iterate the best 
plan of action (or solution) to achieving your goals and indicate why this surpasses all other 
possible solutions tested. 

 

6.2 REFERENCES 

List technical references and related work / market survey references. Do professional citation style 
(ex. IEEE). 

 

6.3 APPENDICES 
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Any additional information that would be helpful to the evaluation of your design document. 

If you have any large graphs, tables, or similar data that does not directly pertain to the problem 
but helps support it, include it here. This would also be a good area to include hardware/software 
manuals used. May include CAD files, circuit schematics, layout etc,. PCB testing issues etc., 
Software bugs etc. 

 


